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While working on various projects and non-formal programs
over the last few years, we have noticed a common
phenomena: people tend to focus solely on the content that
they want to deliver… what am I going to play, which theory
am I going to explain, how do I want to teach something
specific to people? And this is not wrong… still, by
continuously looking at our notes, quite often we miss the
opportunity to create a real, long-lasting impact.

What should we do differently then? How could we work
more effectively? What if there is more than just the content
that we want to deliver? What if we forget other important
elements? And what if we can reshape our content as well in
order to create more results? We decided to dive deep into
these questions through our Connectivity project… We
looked at our target group of unemployed adults and we
asked ourselves: how could we create an impact in the long-
run; how could we create activities and learning
opportunities that do make a difference (instead of offering
one-time events that are quickly forgotten)?

Through this handbook, we would like to take you on a
journey! We would like to describe our process of discovery
and we would like to connect the dots (methods, theories,
tools) together with you! As we are not a research team,
everything that you will read about comes from our shared
experiences… We created a small selection of tools and
theories based on our practices and even though there’s
much more to share, we tried to keep it short and focused so
that you can really grasp the essence of our work. Our goal is
to give inspiration, without imposing ideas or concepts that
might not work for your context or target group. Read, think,
experiment! This is our invitation! And keep doing your own
research! Read more from the authors that we mention, so
that you can really dive deep into certain topics and concepts!IN
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While working on this project we kept focusing on the target group of
young adults and adults facing fewer opportunities. You will notice this
while reading our chapters… Still, we tried to keep our descriptions
general so that you can use the ideas and practices with your own groups
of participants. Feel free to pick anything that might work for you!

What can you expect? As we mentioned before, this book aims to
describe our conclusions while offering examples from each of our
partner organizations. We tried to turn our ideas into a unique reading
experience and we added exercises as well in order to stimulate and
encourage your learning process! In case you have questions or
comments feel free to contact us or one of our project partners. Let’s
create a supportive learning community!

We would like to say thank you to all our partners, participants and
contributors. These chapters are the results of our cooperation, the fruits
of our work.

And now...

ARE YOU READY?
22
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CHAPTER 1
WHAT IS OUR DIRECTION?



While working and experimenting with various groups over the last few
years, we came to realize something extremely crucial: the content of our
activities has less importance than we thought…

In the beginning, we kept running around with plans, we were thinking of
perfect exercises that sounded fitting for our groups, wemade scripts and
scenarios… Still, when standing in front of people, quite often we had no
idea what to do… one small change was enough for us to get lost; the
groups were different in reality and we had to drop our plans… In some
other cases we managed to follow our program plans, still, it seemed like
we were not able to create an impact in the long run… Our participants
had a lot of fun during the activities that we delivered, but they quickly
disappeared after the end…We couldn’t see any lasting results.

For this reason, we decided to try something else… Instead of zooming in
and starting with the details (program, instructions, reflection questions),
we tried zooming out and looking at the big picture (why are we doing
this activity, what is the desired outcome, how are we going to reach this
outcome). We decided to start with the why and then slowly we reached
the how and the what.

Imagine the following situation: you are asked to cook a delicious dinner,
which makes you really excited. All of a sudden, you find yourself in front
of the computer, looking for the perfect recipe. When you think that you
found the best one, you run to the market in order to pick up the
ingredients… You get everything together and you start cooking… then
right before your guests would arrive, questions start rumbling through
your head: who is coming; how many people; what is the occasion (is this
a birthday party, a networking event or an intimate family gathering -
what is the purpose); is there anyone with a specific diet; will they eat
something before; will they be really hungry? And then you realize… the
dinner that you made is delicious and perfect, but it might not work for
your guests at all! It all depends on the context and on the desired
outcomes!
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Most probably we have all been in similar situations when working with
people… having a great script and being surprised to see that it doesn’t
work out. Or as one of our participants said: “No matter how well you
prepare yourself, things will go differently than planned.” In order to be
more flexible and to create more suitable learning experiences, we
started using the Impact tool developed through the Erasmus+ program.

By definition, impact is a marked effect or influence on something. But
what exactly does this mean for our projects and activities? How can we
ensure a long-lasting impact? In order to create successful experiences,
we need to take a lot of things into account… And we can do this by
working on the following steps.

Through the first stage, we define the desired impact of our project or
activity. This is a larger and broader change and it is connected to many
other factors. We can’t measure it. In order to work with this stage, we
need to discuss various ideas and decide: what kind of fundamental
change do we want to create (or contribute to)? What do we want to
influence in our society?What is our desired goal? Dowewant to support
a group of people in becomingmore employable? Dowewant to promote
social inclusion and active citizenship between marginalized youngsters?
What is our ultimate goal? While thinking about this, it might be useful
to start a conversation with some people from our target group… They
can give us different perspectives and better ideas. We can’t achieve the
desired impact through one project (or activity), but we can contribute to
it… And this will give us a direction!

Let’s look at our Connectivity project for example! We decided to support
young adults and adults facing fewer opportunities in becoming more
employable. This way, we wanted to promote social inclusion by making
the labor market more accessible for those in need. Let’s see how we
continued our journey…
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Through the second stage, we clarify the outcomes that we would like to
create. These outcomes are connected to the desired impact that we have
defined earlier and they bring us closer to the final goal. They are more
specific and achievable, which means that we can actively work on them
through our project and/or activities. While it’s difficult to make clear
action plans based on a desired impact, the expected outcomes can
certainly give us direction since we have the possibility to reach these… in
addition, they last for a long time (and this is how they contribute to the
overall vision).

Let’s return to our project! Within the bigger impact that the project
aimed to contribute to, a more achievable goal was created. We decided
to create high-quality learning opportunities tailored to the needs of low-
skilled or low-qualified adults by developing a method of sustainable
inclusion for unemployed people through educational outdoor activities.

7

Take a moment and think of a project or an activity that you want to
work on. Then respond to the following questions:

• why do you want to create this project or activity?

• who are the beneficiaries, what is your target group?

• what are the issues and needs that you are seeking to address
through this project or activity?

• which other stakeholders are involved and how do they see the
target group?

• what is the role of your organization/group in the change that you
want to create?

• what is the opinion and experience of your target group; what
kind of change would be needed?

• what is the desired impact of the project or activity on local,
regional, national, European and/or international levels?
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As we are working in the field of non-formal education, we knew that
changing our methodology and developing new programs could
potentially contribute to the inclusion of these marginalized people.

The third step is the development of certain outputs. These consist of
tangible results which are needed in order to reach the outcomes defined
earlier. The outputs of a project or activity can be controlled, since they
are created as a direct result of the smaller activities planned. These can
include, but are not limited to, trained professionals/volunteers, trained
students or youth, professionals and youth with international exposure,
toolkits, publications/intellectual outputs, policy documents, research
results, online platforms, etc. The project or activity will achieve its
outcome when the target group shows an independent and structural
change in their work, attitude or behavior. Projects or activities should
support this change by creating tangible outputs that can be put to use
by the target group. In other words, all outputs together must lead to the

8

Think of the previously defined impact and see if you can chunk it
down a bit… could you create achievable outcomes that would
contribute to the impact? Look at the following questions in order to
get inspired:

• which changes are required in order to achieve your desired
impact? - when will your project/activity be a success? (formulate
this as SMART as possible)

• have you considered the effectiveness and equity of your
intervention?

• which change/effect among your target group, organization or
other entities do you wish to achieve (consider a change in
behavior or a changed situation in the environment of the target
group; do not state “the staff members will know more about
teaching techniques”, but “the staff members will teach better”)?

• what experience and competencies will the people and partners
involved bring to the project or activity?
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expected impact (and contribute to the desired impact).

In the case of our project, we decided to write this handbook about our
method together with a workbook full of outdoor activities that can be
used with this target group. Additionally, we decided to develop an
online platform with more articles and descriptions. Through these
outputs we aimed to support the development of other professionals
working in the field of non-formal education and we tried to encourage
the development of high-quality learning programs for this target group
(which is related to the desired impact described above). Additionally, our
participants with fewer opportunities can also benefit from these
outputs, they can get inspired and they can organize inclusive learning
events for other people in their communities.

Before moving on to the next stage, it is important to verify whether the
answers given still correspond to the answers from the previous stages.
Do the answers to the questions tie in with the impact and outcomes
previously defined? Why?

9

Creating high-quality outputs requires a lot of coordination and
communication amongst all people involved in the project or activity.
To have a clearer idea of what you would like to create in this stage,
try reflecting on the following questions:

• which concrete results will you achieve with this output?

• why did you choose these results and how are they connected to
the expected impact?

• have you included all tangible results that are needed to achieve
the outcomes?

• how do you know that the target group will use these outputs?

• howwill the target group use the tangible items, skills, attitudinal
changes resulting from the project, in order to achieve the desired
changes?
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Activities are the actions carried out during the project (or smaller
activities in the frame of a bigger one, for instance a bunch of team
building activities in the frame of a team building day). The activities done
will lead to the outputs and consequently to the results initially defined.
Based on the results that we want to create, we can choose the most
optimal activities. As we could see, there is a whole context that
surrounds the activities that we perform and for this reason, we can’t take
out the activities from this context and we can’t look at them on their
own. While finding a suitable activity is important, without the why (why
dowe do this activity), we can’t create a long-lasting impact. On the other
hand, if we have the direction, we become more flexible when it comes to
the details of the activity… we can always make smaller changes as long
as we reach the outcomes defined earlier. And this is how the whole
picture comes together…

In the frame of our project, we decided to develop various activities: 4
training meetings, 3 transnational meetings with our project partners and
14 multiplier events. Through these activities we managed to work on
our topic; we tested our method, developed new tools, spread our good
practices and created the content of the outputs. For example, the
content included in the workbook was developed and tested throughout
the training meetings, in combination with the experience and practice of
the partner organizations. The online platform was also developed and
launched during the initial activities of the project so that we can promote
it during the multiplier events, thus reaching a wider audience and
supporting the project from an early phase. The multiplier events were
designed to reach a larger scope of adult educators from each country
where the partner organizations were located. In these, intervision
groups were created in order to share the development of adult
education related to Connectivity, the issues that are being faced and
possible solutions to these. The partner meetings served as a ground to
establish the details of this long-term partnership and to evaluate the
process continuously.
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The final stage of the Impact tool is the input. Through this step we
define all those elements that are required for the above mentioned
steps. In order to implement the activities planned, certain resources will
be necessary. These can fall into different categories such as staff time,
finances, materials, services, etc.

11

Some questions to support this stage of the Impact tool are:

• which activities will you use to this end?

• does your organization/group have all the right skills and
expertise in order to implement these activities successfully, or do
you need external project partners?

• did you consider the efficiency of your activities (e.g., group size,
methods used, real-life applications, etc.)?

• are you sure that these activities will deliver the outputs?

Reminder: check if the answers given still correspond to the answers
from stages 1, 2 and 3. Do the activities tie in with the answers to the
questions under impact, outcome and output? Can this fact be
backed up by either experience or research?

To make the planning of this stage as specific as possible, we can
take extra steps, such as:

• utlining chronologically the main activities we plan to organize;

• describing for each activity the background and needs of the
participants and how these participants will be selected;

• explaining the context and objectives of the activities planned and
in which way they meet the objectives of the project;

• defining the learning outcomes or competencies that are to be
acquired/improved by the participants in each activity
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For instance, we had to consider the following input while working on our
project: funding, staff from partner organizations, facilitators, venue for
meetings and events, materials for each activity, and so on…

So what do we learn from this? While walking through these steps, we
can clearly see that there is a whole storyline which surrounds our
activities. Taking one simple exercise without knowing our direction and
without defining the impact that we would like to create will not be
enough. Why not? Because it all depends on our direction… Why do we
do an activity, what do we want to create with it?

And what do we do when we have a direction to work with? We build a
context around it, a learning environment that supports the outcomes
that we would like to create… a setup in which we can place our activities,
a frame in which we can experiment while still reaching the same results.
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Look at the following questions in order to prepare for this stage:

• which resources will you use in order to achieve your activities,
output and impact?

• how do you know that this process will ultimately lead to the
desired outcomes and impact?

• is it realistic to expect that you can carry out the planned activities
with this input?

• are these resources available within your organization or
elsewhere?

• how sustainable are your inputs (both environmentally
sustainable and durable)?
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CHAPTER 2
HOW CAN WE CREATE A CONTEXT THAT SUPPORTS OUR JOURNEY?



Delivering a program outside or in the training room? Organizing an
activity in Portugal or in the Netherlands? Working with unemployed
adults or disadvantaged youngsters? Asking participants to stand in a
circle or sit on the chairs? Putting on music in the break or encouraging
the participants to stay silent? What about the activities, which games
should we play with the group?

Most facilitators have asked these kinds of questions and the answer is:
it depends. It depends on the context that you would like to create. So
what is context and why is it so important?

Context is the learning environment and framework that is created,
shaped and guided by the facilitator (adult educator or any other person
working in the field - social worker, youth worker, etc.) which directs the
meaning and the outcome of the activity/training/program (remember the
direction, the desired impact that we have talked about previously?). It is
a combination of various elements that surround us. If we are aware of
these elements, we can play around with them in order to create optimal
outcomes (physical environment, group atmosphere, our own approach,
etc.). Based on our goals, we can either stimulate cooperation and
inclusion or competition and individuality, it can be supportive and
encouraging or tough and impersonal. To sum it up, once we know what
is the outcome that we would like to create, we can design a context that
actively stimulates this.

Context is there whether we are aware of it or not, and it is a crucial
aspect of learning design. Thus the context-based learning methodology
focuses on the following: how can we create and intentionally use the
context and its elements in order to move towards the specific goals of a
project or activity. By consciously creating a fitting framework, we can
support the learning process of our participants and stimulate their
inclusion and skill-development. The context can be adjusted to many
different goals, for example, in the case of Connectivity, the context that
we have created is orientated towards our participants’ employability and
inclusion.
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Context can do wonders once it is combined with fitting activities and
adjusted to the needs of a certain target group. It stimulates the skill-
development process of our participants, generates easily transferable
insights and creates real and long-lasting results.

Let’s think of an exchange project that we have delivered a couple of
times over the last few years (the more we do it, the better we become at
it). The aim was to develop the cooperation skills of our participants
through outdoor activities (this was our desired outcome)… While at the
beginning we chose to play various games related to our topic, quite soon
we realized that this was not enough… It was fun, still, there was a whole
new level that we had to consider if we wanted to create a long-lasting
impact: the context of our program. The fact that our participants had the
opportunity to spend two weeks together was a huge cooperation
challenge on its own. For this reason, we decided to connect everything
to our topic, not only the games that we played… we asked our
participants to cook dinner for themselves, we asked them to clean the
accommodation in smaller groups, whenever they had questions or
difficulties, we tried to redirect them to the others (finding solutions
together is a great cooperation exercise), we asked them to create games
together, we offered them the chance to organize free-time activities, and
the list goes on and on... Basically, we managed to design a huge
cooperation adventure. A context that helped us with our desired and
expected outcomes. Based on the testimonials and on the experiences of
all those people who keep coming back, year after year… this program
was and is a life-changing journey! An adventure and a deep-dive into
the topic of cooperation!

We used the same guidelines while working on Connectivity, we created
an inclusive and dynamic learning frame, a stimulating environment and
a friendly, pleasant and inspiring atmosphere.

We can clearly see from the above-mentioned example that there are
various elements which belong to our context and we can work with
these according to our needs and aspirations. This takes years of practice
and each experience is going to be different… Still, by creating a checklist,

16



we can train our observation skills and we can develop ourselves way
faster. Here are a few questions that might be helpful when shaping a
context:

• what do we see around us; what can we work with? (physical space
with all of its relevant details: the venue and its facilities, the tools that
we have, the weather, the surroundings, nature, etc.)?

• what is the culture/background of our participants; what is the culture
that we would like to develop as a group?

• how do we want to be in this context as facilitators (what is our
approach, what are we planning to wear, how are we going to use our
invoice, what kind of energy do we intend to bring, etc.)?

• what else do we notice (in the space, in ourselves as facilitators and in
our participants) which could be used (are there any other elements
that we could highlight or transform in order to support our desired
outcomes)?

Besides these general questions, we encourage you to create your own
observation points… you can always change these later on, but having a
map in your hands while trying to work with your context is extremely
useful.

Imagine that you are directing a movie! While you can always make
changes when it comes to smaller scenes or the lines of your characters,
there is a bigger framework which creates the essence of your movie and
you tend to keep that.. You know what kind of movie you would like to
create (what kind of impact and what kind of atmosphere) and all your
decisions are aligned in order to support this direction or goal.

Once while working with a group we realized that there was a strange
atmosphere and we couldn’t put our fingers on it, we didn’t know why…
being around other people didn’t feel good and arguments started
popping up more and more frequently. Then we decided to sit down and
talk about the things that we saw (while trying to stay factual, since it
could be dangerous to name subjective observations that are not even

17



present). So instead of saying that people didn’t like each other (which is
something that we didn’t know), we tried to notice a few things that could
potentially create this strange atmosphere… and one of our main
observations was the following: people were distant with each other -
whenever we had a gathering, they stayed away from each other, in the
evenings they didn’t mingle, and whenever there was a conflict or a
difficult situation, they came to us first hoping that we will manage their
conversation with each other… then we tried something new: we created
activities and settings in which they had to sit closer to each other, we
created a list of questions that we found impactful and we divided our
participants into smaller groups while working with a rotation system
(everyone was close to the others, still, they had the chance to share
whatever bothered them or kept them busy in smaller groups)... by the
evening we noticed that people were sitting closer to each other in the
breaks, there were more smiles on their faces and all of a sudden nobody
came to us with questions or things to solve. This is how we worked with
our context… We created a playground which guided and stimulated our
participants.. We brought people closer to each other and we encouraged
them to cooperate without even mentioning the word “cooperation”.

Now that we’ve seen what we mean by context and we’ve discussed
various ways in which we can work with it, let’s move forward… let’s see
how this context-based education can support our work with
marginalized target groups (including unemployed young adults and
adults - our main focus).

When thinking of our target group of unemployed adults it is important
to focus on the question: how do we move from a passive learning
experience to a more collaborative and active experience - where the
participants can put in practice their learnings and reflect on ways how to
integrate these into their lives?

Context-based education is especially suitable for people who face fewer
opportunities. As it allows them to step over their social or physical
boundaries and gives them opportunities to explore their capabilities and
to grow. When we speak about context, we actually speak about a

18



learning frame - how can we create an adequate learning frame for our
target group? And what type of learning frame is adequate?

The methodology we apply in Connectivity is process-based and it is in
line with Andrew McCoshan’s EPALE Thematic Coordinator. This
methodology raises the question of suitable learning frames while
pointing out the difficulties of reaching vulnerable target groups. Andrew
indicates that one of the challenges in adult learning is moving towards
inclusiveness in a context where hard-to-reach learners need intensive
and tailored interventions. Putting these steps together, we might build
a type of process model. In the review he identifies the following steps:

• reaching out to the target group;

• identifying their set of skills;

• designing programs appropriately and choosing the most suitable
pedagogies;

• supporting the non-learning issues; - giving follow-up support

Looking at his steps, we can slowly understand the benefits that a
suitable context creates and we can also start to create a picture of how
this context should look like. The first point according to this model is
reaching out to the target group.
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Based on the collective experience of our project partners, vulnerable
target groups, young adults and adults facing fewer opportunities are
hard to reach and especially hard to engage in educational activities,
since our formal approaches are the ones that caused troubles for them
in the first place. Many of these people had difficulties with the formal
education system (which mostly focuses on theory and abstract concepts
that are hardly connected with practical examples), thus creating a
suitable learning frame needs to be something completely different.

What makes our approach/experience unique is that it doesn't happen on
a theoretical level, it happens through communication and cooperation -
our participants can take actions, see the immediate results and make
changes according to their desired outcomes.

From our experience, it is vital for these participants to connect
experiences and theories with their meaning while applying these in
practice, instead of just memorising facts and concepts. Thus, by putting
the focus on practice and creating situations that are closer to real life, we
can reach and include participants facing fewer opportunities, and create
a learning process that is tailored to their needs. In addition to this, the
extra layer of involvement and practice makes the learnings much easier

20



to grasp, thus they can also be easily transferred to different situations.

In context-based learning, the participants are in the center of their
learning experience. There is the frame that guides and supports the
learning process, yet it is up to each individual to set their learning goals
and choose what and how they would like to learn. While the facilitators
guide the process, give input and make interventions when needed for an
adequate learning curve. It is a refreshing approach that strengthens the
participants’ active involvement and establishes a sense of ownership
and responsibility upon their experience and learning.

Let’s take a look at an example!While working on this project, we had the
opportunity to organize various trainings/meetings in order to explore the
topic of outdoor activities in relation with our specific target group.
Instead of creating a specific training material and delivering this to our
participants, we decided to lead by example and to do the following: we
created space for people to exchange their own practices, to discuss
various issues that they face back home and to think of suitable outdoor
activities in order to tackle these issues; we organized outdoor cooking
events during our program in order to support their connection and their
sense of initiative (while showing examples of outdoor work forms); we
asked questions instead of presenting theories; we frontloaded them

21



(we gave suitable introductions) and we told them that we are only here
to guide their process but we will not give specific answers to their
questions; when we saw that people have difficulties in the group, we
brought them together by offering an activity which allows closeness and
reflection (or playfulness - depending on the group). These are only some
of our actions, still, together with these we managed to create a
framework which helped our participants to realize that they are the
creators of their own learning experience and they are also the ones who
define and reach their own outcomes. This is how we promoted
ownership and this is how we lead by example - people understood how
they can stimulate the learning process of their target groups since they
were stimulated as well (by us and by each other). Knowing that this is
where we want to go, we managed to create a framework that supported
our journey!

While exploring this topic through Connectivity, we realized that as long
as we create an inclusive environment (context) and offer adequate
guidance, we have plenty of options for outdoor activities - the setup and
the guidance supports the learning process, the activity on its own is less
important (thus, we can be more creative with it as well).

22



Context-based learning and activities?
How do these go hand-in-hand?
In our experience, creating different activities is not enough as long as
there is no context in which these can fit and gain meaning.We can easily
notice this effect when we are delivering a simple game - the result is
completely different with each group, setting and facilitator. All this is
because context overwrites the content (content is not significant without
the context). Thus it is necessary to match content (activities and theory)
with the context in order to create our desired results.

Activities and games are just one of many program elements that we can
use in order to create learning opportunities for our participants. Our
target group already has the capability and knowledge to play a game,
thus our task is to expand this beyond the ‘’doing’’ part. By adding the
contextual level to simple activities, we give the opportunity for our

23



participants to create new links, understandings and perspectives thus
supporting their further development. In addition to this, focusing on the
context level creates more freedom and flexibility on the content level.
Once we have created a strong and clear frame, we can easily adjust all
the elements within. This gives us the freedom to make adaptations to
the program as we go andmatch the content with the needs of our group.
For example, if we see that our original program is not fitting anymore,
we can bring in new activities or change program elements in order to
create an adequate learning curve for our participants.

Another layer of this is the possible involvement of our participants. Let's
say we have planned a full day of activities that is focused on taking
initiative and will be delivered by the facilitators. Some of the participants
express their interest in preparing lunch for everyone (creating the menu,
going shopping, catering to all diets, arranging the dining space, etc). This
activity was not planned, yet it completely matches the purpose of our
program - it allows our participants to practice taking initiative. In this
situation, by being flexible about the program elements, we actually
create more space for our participants to learn and improve their skills.
This is the beauty of context-based methodology - we don’t need to
create fancy artificial activities in order to achieve the results, instead, we
can use simple and practical real life situations, and just guide the
learning process. Context offers freedom when it comes to our work
forms (as we mentioned before)...
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Outdoor dimension
Most of our participants are used to being indoors, thus bringing them
outside already creates new opportunities for growth and learning.
Changing the context of our participants and offering them outdoor
activities through which they can be in nature and can have possibilities
for learning and reflection is highly beneficial; through biking activities, a
simple cooperation game outside or a hide and seek game in the forest,
vulnerable target groups have the chance to reflect on their cooperation,
communication, initiation skills and much more than that - it all depends
on how the facilitator (educator) is guiding this process. What makes
these activities so effective is that they are easy to access for everyone,
easy to shape according to the desired outcomes and specific target
groups. Furthermore, we have noticed that this target group tends to be
much more open in an informal, outdoor context than in the formal
settings (since most of the times these didn’t work in the first place).

We will discuss the specific use of outdoor activities as educational tools
later on, for nowwe just wanted to highlight their use when changing the
context, the learning environment.)
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Context-based method - is it just for the
program?
Context can be used not only as a method in order to guide the
participants’ learning during the activities but also on other levels during
the project's lifecycle. In Connectivity, we used this method on several
levels. On a project level, we created space for our partners to join in with
their ideas, feedback, and working methods which led them to be fully
involved in the project and created a sense of ownership. On a group
level, starting from the preparation period we stated that these activities
belong to the participants and we were encouraging them to take a more
active role even before coming to our learning events. During the
activities, through practical things (rearranging the venue, preparing
breakfast and lunch, planning the times, preparing and implementing
local activities) our participants started to feel more comfortable with
organizing things and making decisions for themselves, which supported
them in creating a suitable experience. Also, by welcoming members of
our target group as well (besides the staff members of our partner
organizations), we created inclusion and we offered an adequate space
for exchange. Our staff members, together with people from the target
group had the chance to experience the same methodologies which later
on they would implement back home with vulnerable groups. We offered
context-based learning as a solution for unemployment and
marginalization, and for this reason, we created context-based learning
experiences for the staff members, educators as well. Moreover, as all
practical tasks and activities needed to be done in a group and required
the support of others, our participants automatically started to work
together, thus involving others in the process of creation.
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As we can see, context does wonders! And it’s almost impossible to talk
about a long-lasting impact without considering the importance of the
learning environment that we create. It gives us direction, it ensures the
success of our activities (since it brings more layers to the surface), it
creates way more learning opportunities and it also makes us more
flexible (just like the frame of a picture, it gives us space and it keeps us
firm). There is a misconception that we need to master the topics that we
work with… if we know how to create a playground for learning and if we
also know how to guide this learning experience, the topics are less
important.. We can talk about employment, cooperation or climate
change; our way of working will not change… instead of offering content,
we offer a learning adventure!
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We talked quite a lot about the importance of our context, let’s look
at it in practice! The following questions and exercises might help
you:

• what is the impact that you would like to create; what is the
desired outcome? (think about our previous chapter!)

• how could you design a learning environment which supports this
outcome?

• which are the elements in your context that can help you in this
process? (could the natural environment support you in creating a
cooperative setup? is the build-up of your venue supportive?
could certain realities be used and turned into an advantage (such
as the pandemic, etc.); brainstorm and see which elements of your
context would you need to consider; and which elements would
you like to work with?

• which are the elements in your context that make your process
more difficult and how could you turn these into opportunities
(what are your obstacles and how can you turn these into
opportunities)?
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• are your actions aligned with the context that I created (having a
short definition for the context that wewant to create seems to be
quite useful - for example: a cooperative playground which
encourages people to take initiative; then we can always check
whether we are in line with this, whether we contribute to this
with our actions… for instance, if we start solving things for our
participants, we contradict our initial goals)?

Setting up a context is like starting the engine of a car… It takes more
effort at the beginning (to set up systems and to create an
environment which has its own guidelines), but it runs on its own
later on… and it only needs smaller interventions from our side. It’s
quite easy then for our participants to understand the context, the
system that they operate in and to work with it without our help.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW DO WE CREATE ENGAGEMENT?



Now that we understand the importance of our context, let’s start
working with it! Setting up a suitable context does not start with an
introduction speech, it starts way before that. Have you ever been to a
performance in which you had the feeling that the beginning of the
experience was buying the ticket itself? From the moment you walked to
the sales office with the intention of buying a ticket, you were in for a
delight. The way they treated you while buying your ticket, the waiting
period before the performance, the walk towards the venue, everything
was part of the experience… just like the reflection and the conversations
after the performance. This is also howwework with the context and this
is something that supports us while working with people who come from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

We’ve talked about Andrew McCoshan’s EPALE Thematic Coordinator
and we’ve reached the conclusion that one of the most challenging parts
of adult education is the following: reaching the target group, starting a
conversation with people who belong to various disadvantaged groups.
While working with our partners we managed to realize that the way we
approach our future participants matters and we have a lot to learn when
it comes to this…
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Creating engagement from the beginning is absolutely crucial! Since all
these people have had difficulties with the formal education system, a
dynamic and engaging experience could make a huge difference. Having
a base (such as an active organization) is highly recommended since at a
certain point, people start to realize that there is a place for them, there
is a community that welcomes them. The feeling of belonging is
extremely important for this target group, and this is a topic that we’ve
been exploring over the last couple of years… how could we respond to
the difficulties of unemployment through social inclusion?While working
and talking with our partners we came to the conclusion that most of
these young adults/adults crave for belonging, crave for being able to
contribute… which means that this is something we can strive for
whenever we design a learning program! Setting up the context, do you
still remember that? Setting up an inclusive educational context which
runs by itself (with small interventions and guidance from our side).

Based on the experiences of our partners, we can confidently say that
having an active and dynamic community is extremely crucial when trying
to involve new people who face fewer opportunities. Discovering the
living context and situation of these people would be the other crucial
element… since this is the only way we can create connection; we can
meet them in their own environments and we can invite them for our
activities. Our partners have wonderful examples of this approach: they
meet people, they organize various informal events (such as a sporting
event or an outdoor cooking event) and they create a connection which
leads to more activities and a long-lasting impact. People feel that they
belong to an initiative or community, they create support systems
between each other and they teach various skills to one another (which
is the basic idea of peer education as well, an approach that we’ve used
constantly during this project).

We start from the connection then…we create informal opportunities and
we try to be present in the local communities so that we can develop a
stable relationship with our target group. If people get involved and they
have a meaningful experience, the chain reaction starts: they talk about
our community and learning programs with other people, they invite their
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friends, and in a lot of cases they become educators themselves. During
our work, we’ve noticed this many times: people joining our programs
and having life-changing experiences, then deciding to create similar
opportunities for their social circles. It’s wonderful to see the
development and the impact created, and this is actually the aim of our
work... Offering step-by-step learning opportunities, so that people feel
engaged and motivated to continue, to contribute and to support not only
themselves but others as well.

And how do we create this connection that we are talking about? Mostly
in an informal way (since this works way better for our target groups).We
create inviting and colorful brochures or posters, we are present in the
local communities so that we can talk with individuals, we organize
gatherings and fun events (a biking trip, a football afternoon, etc.) and we
lure people into learning. Once they join our programs, they realize that
learning happens automatically, without effort, it’s simply part of the
experience.

As an organization aiming to create a strong connection with this target
group, we suggest considering the following points - these tips and tricks
might help while reaching out and while keeping these young adults and
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adults engaged: organizing sessions that target both social and personal
skills (along with task focused skills) - for example a team building
activity focused on creating the perfect school trip together with the
other peers; assessing carefully and deliberately the learning needs and
motivations of these people through fun and informal group-activities,
then creating tailor-made learning activities based on these needs while
focusing on those skills that are needed when it comes to the topic of
employability and other potential professional fields of interest; setting
the atmosphere through music - this is another way of keeping young
people engaged and connected, especially when it comes to a wide
variety of cultural differences - they can share their favorite songs and
they can tune in with each other without words; having debriefing,
reflection and feedback sessions is extremely important when talking
about engagement - these reflections should always focus on the
learning outcomes, they should support the participants in realizing their
achievements, thus fostering their sense of self-competence and
empowering their journey of independence; asking them to build/create
something at the end of a project or session is also valuable - this way
the participants feel capable of achieving certain results; designing the
sessions according to the desired outcomes is crucial - when doing an
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assessment, ask questions about the lifestyle of your participants (what
kinds of sports do they like to do, what are they usually listening to, how
does their community look like, what do they follow on social media, etc.);
creating and trying different tools when looking for the learning needs
(besides regular forms); making sure that there is a connection between
your activities and the everyday life of your participants (this way you
avoid creating an experience that doesn’t relate to the reality of these
people).

While working on our project, we noticed how important it is to create
activities and programs that are engaging and dynamic… for this reason
we’ve experimented with a lot of outdoor activities and in the upcoming
parts, we will describe their benefits.
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Go through the following steps in order to get started:

• describe your target group in details (who belongs to this target
group, what do you know already, what are the difficulties that
this target group is facing) - of course, your notes from the Impact
tool are really useful here;

• do a short assessment about your connection with your target
group (how connected do you feel on a scale of 1 to 10, how does
your connection look like, what are the possibilities for connection
within your environment, what are the results of your connection);

• think of 5 things that you would like to improve when it comes to
this connection (things you would like to do differently or things
you would like to do more of);

• think of resources when it comes to these developments; who or
what could help while improving this connection (how could your
organization become more ready and available for your target
groups, even if you are achieving great results already).
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CHAPTER 4
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES - ENGAGING ENOUGH?



Let’s dive into the topic of outdoor activities! What do we mean by these?
What are the benefits? And how could we shape and facilitate these in
order to reach our desired outcomes (at least partially)?

Over the last few years, we’ve worked with outdoor activities in all kinds
of settings; we’ve done youth exchanges, workshops, meetings and
training events while using nature as a tool. The benefits were
undoubtedly clear and for this reason, we decided to move one step
further: we wanted to see whether we could use these activities while
working with unemployed young adults/adults. And we realized that we
can! Why? Well, let’s just say that these activities are fun and dynamic…
and these are great qualities when it comes to this target group (we’ve
talked about this before). But let’s break it all down and let’s look at the
smaller pieces…

Outdoor activities can be extremely impactful, especially when we use
them for educational purposes. People can learn a lot simply by being in
another context, another environment. We’ve all experienced this before:
while being stuck in a certain situation or with a certain question in mind,
changing our physical location often leads to positive outcomes… All of a
sudden we see new connections, we discover new perspectives, we
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become refreshed and we feel more motivation and joy. We work with
the same principles while using outdoor activities. We want our
participants to experience something new, we want to create movement
around them (and in them), we want to offer new perspectives and
opportunities.

We use outdoor activities as learning tools and we shape these according
to the specific needs of our participants. As we’ve mentioned before, one
of the best qualities of these activities is their accessibility (besides their
fun and dynamic character). Everything that happens outside can be
considered an outdoor activity (at least in our opinion). This means that
we don’t need to think about difficult activities such as mountain biking or
climbing (even though these can be fun as well!) which need a lot of
preparation, tools and expertise. A simple game in nature, a walk, an
outdoor cooking event, a run or a gardening experience can do the job.
These activities are easy to facilitate, they can be done almost anytime
and they are just as effective; they create engagement.

What we’ve noticed is that a lot of times our participants can connect
with us andwith each other more easily through these games or activities
since this is the “language” they speak - they don’t come from intellectual
backgrounds (most of the times), therefore a football game or a walk
around the city is way more fitting for them. As a result, they feel more at
ease and they are way more receptive… Furthermore, the experience can
operate as a reset: it breaks the negative loop of failures and it creates a
new positive thinking - the one that says: “I can!”.

Together with all the above-mentioned, outdoor activities also increase
the mental wellbeing of our participants. When compared with indoor
activities, outdoor programs are associated with feelings such as:
revitalization and positive engagement; decreased tension, confusion,
anger and depression; increased energy. In a study conducted by T. Coon
& Coll, the participants reported greater enjoyment and satisfaction after
joining certain outdoor activities and they seemed to be way more
enthusiastic when given the opportunity to repeat some of these
activities.
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Outdoor activities also have a positive impact on the social and cognitive
development of our participants, therefore, youth workers, adult
educators and social workers can highly benefit from the use of these.
With constant stimulation and reshaping, these activities arouse curiosity
among our participants while feeding their need for learning (which is
extremely useful when speaking about employment).

Through all the above-mentioned points we can reach the conclusion
that outdoor activities are extremely beneficial when trying to develop a
positive mindset (this could be used in the field of unemployment, but
also in other fields, depending on your specific target groups). What
we’ve also realized is that these activities increase the self-awareness,
self-knowledge of our participants. Our participants need to look for
solutions and they need to find their own creative resources within, they
need to find ways to cope with unfamiliar environments and new
situations (thus becoming more flexible and resilient), they get to realize
their own skills or strengths while pointing out certain areas which need
to be developed. Also, being part of a group and feeling included helps
our participants to make better and more fitting career choices (or choices
in general) connected to their interests and skills.

Another important point is our professional development. While creating
new situations and different contexts for our participants, we get the
chance to make new observations. We can see our own target groups
(and the individuals that we work with) through different activities and
different setups and we can rethink or redesign our learning programs
based on the things that we see. As a result, our programs will be much
more suitable and impactful! What should we pay attention to? Each of
us should have a checklist and this differs from person to person, still, it
is good to notice things that are different in a new environment: the
behavior of our participants, their communication skills, the results that
they create, their level of motivation or their emotional state, etc. These
are big topics, still, they could be useful when considering your own
detailed checklist.

Furthermore, these outdoor activities give a great framework for the
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development of certain soft skills. These skills are extremely important in
the labor market but also in life; we call them “skills for life’’. We talk
about skills such as: working with people, solving problems, taking
initiative, being flexible, solving conflicts, being able to communicate
ideas, etc. Through all our work forms, we stimulate our participants and
we encourage them to turn their obstacles into opportunities. This also
means that we often ask our participants to step out of their comfort
zones: we create setups or situations which are more difficult (often a
rainy day can do the job), and we encourage them to turn the experience
around, to create enjoyable outcomes regardless of their situations. The
success that they experience in these moments is priceless and this is
what creates a long-lasting impact… people realize that they can recreate
their successes in other situations as well, in their everyday lives.

In our workbook, you’ll find a series of outdoor activities that can be used,
shaped, adjusted… feel free to experiment with these activities, since you
can easily work with them while keeping the desired outcomes in mind!
One introduction or a set of reflection questions can change everything,
you can easily guide the learning experience of your participants and with
each group/each context, the results will be different (that’s what makes
it all so creative and inspiring!).
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Think of simple outdoor activities that you know: hide and seek,
biking, capture the flag (if you can’t think of anything specific, go
ahead and check out the workbook). While going through the
instructions of the game or activity, think about your target group
and your desired outcomes: how would you use this activity in order
to reach these outcomes (how would you turn this activity into an
activity focused on leadership for example)?

Ready to move one step further? How could you create out of this
ordinary game an extraordinary one? How would it look like? Work
it out and put it into practice! Play with it!
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CHAPTER 5
WHAT IS OUR AIM WHILE FACILITATING ACTIVITIES?



While working with these activities and guiding the learning process of
our participants, there are certain tools and theories that can be useful.
Their implementation depends on the desired learning outcomes. What
we aim to do is to create a movement in our participants, to inspire them
and to shake things up a little. By introducing certain theories or certain
additional frameworks, we create a mindset as well, so that the activities
can all of a sudden gain a different meaning: instead of playing a casual
football game, our participants will embark on a challenging journey that
could potentially support their independence and growth. This depends
on the mindset that we create, and even though we stimulate the
mindset with the context that we design (we spoke about this earlier),
having specific theoretical inputs can deepen this process - of course,
these theoretical inputs can and should be presented in a fun and
dynamic way.

Let’s look at a model that might be familiar to you: the comfort-stretch-
panic zones. According to this, the experiences that we go through
always fall under one of these categories. By comfort zone we mean the
zone in which everything is familiar, comfortable and safe for us. Usually
activities that we do frequently (habits) fall under this category (watching
the television, going to have a coffee with our friends, etc.). This means
that there is no fear or discomfort when we are standing in this zone, all
things are familiar. Within this zone, there are no challenges that could
start the learning process and people usually have the “I know it all”
mindset. There is little reflection on the events, things tend to stay the
same without being questioned.
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If we move to the stretch zone, we start having experiences that are
slightly uncomfortable or challenging… these are the experiences that
encourage us to learn and grow. The activities in this zone feel unfamiliar,
yet mostly inviting… Our participants can work towards their learning
goals, they can explore their boundaries and possibilities. When our
participants feel that they can’t control the situation, they often go back
into the comfort zone, or they move towards the panic zone. Activities
that used to be part of the stretch zone can easily become part of the
comfort zone if we keep doing them (doing an outdoor game for the first
time might be in the stretch zone, but after a few events, it’s a casual
activity, it’s part of the comfort zone).

The last step is the panic zone… no learning can take place here. The
challenge is too big, we feel way too far from our comfort zone and the
experience is overwhelming. In this zone we experience stress and fear
and all our energy is spent on managing this. People who end up in the
panic zone, often run back to their comfort zone (they give up the activity
and they want to forget about the experience).

As facilitators, we know about these zones and we can follow the
process of our participants… We aim to create experiences which bring
them to the stretch zone, since this is where learning takes place. We aim
to turn even usual activities (like cooking) into unusual ones (giving a
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dinner budget to a small group and telling them that they need to make
a “green” meal, then asking them to plan it all and to prepare the dinner)
- this will challenge them and they will discover their own limitations and
strengths. Our activities depend on the group of course, if we give
something way too challenging, our participants can easily end up in the
panic zone. We can organize a bike trip full of assignments which can
inspire and empower our participants, but if we make the route way too
long and way too difficult compared to their capabilities, they will be tired
and they will end up in the panic zone without learnings - then it’s all
about surviving.

Each person and each group has its own process and reaction. This
means that we never know which experience will fall under which
category… still, by looking at the individuals and the groups that we work
with, we can estimate the response and then we need to work closely
and we need to be ready for adjustments in our program based on the
reactions that we receive.

Quite often we have a great program plan and we start implementing it…
then, while watching our group of participants we realize that the next
step is way too challenging, the group process is slower or different than
expected and if we force our plans, people will fall off the ladder (instead
of climbing to the next level) - this is a simple metaphor: we would like
to help people with their progress but if we give them something way too
challenging, they will not be able to learn and grow (they will not be able
to move up the ladder), they will fall back, and we need to start all over
again. That’s when we need to make adjustments… and this is how we
ensure the quality of our programs.
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When designing a longer program (it could be an afternoon, a workshop
or even a program of a few days), there a few things to consider. One of
these things is the program flow, the way you build up the pieces. As we
mentioned at the beginning of this handbook, there is always a desired
outcome that you keep in mind, this gives direction to your whole
program (regardless of the length). By paying attention to the above-
mentioned model, you can slowly add one activity to the other, while
always bringing in a new element - you let your participants practice one
thing and when they start getting good at it, you add a new input, a new
challenge - this way you keep them in the stretch zone and you ensure
that the program stays interesting and engaging… until you reach the
desired outcome. It’s good to plan your activities upfront while paying
attention to this, still, as we keep mentioning: we work with an emerging
learning design, which means that you work with the learnings, thoughts,
questions and processes that come up, and you build upon them.
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Pick one of those games that you’ve worked with before.

Then imagine your target group and see whether you can create a
few variations based on their level of experience - what would be a
stretch zone for them right now and what would go into the panic
zone? Thinking about specific, real situations (previous experiences
when you felt stuck for example) definitely helps. It’s all about
playing, you can twist and turn your activity and see how the
adjustment works. Keep in mind, you don’t want your participants to
fall off the ladder, give them a challenge which stretches them but
doesn’t break them!
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But how do you start your program?

The classical approach is the warm-up, getting to know each other…
and while there is nothing wrong with that, sometimes it chases
people away. Some participants tend to lose interest while doing
name-games, especially if they are coming from difficult
circumstances. What we suggest, based on our experiences, is the
following: lure people into learning by giving them something
challenging already at the beginning. This way they will immediately
get the sensation that there is something to learn during your
program, regardless of the background or knowledge of the
individuals. What you offer is unique and interesting for everyone,
and their participation makes absolute sense!



For this reason, she suggests starting with the psychological order. This
means that you start with something new, surprising, engaging,
challenging… you start with the pain. Of course, this doesn’t always have
to be really painful (it depends on the style and purpose of your program),
it can also be something very new (something that people don’t know or
don’t expect, regardless of their level of knowledge). But you focus on the
points that are really challenging for your participants (in our case the
points connected to employability - feeling excluded from society for
example). By focusing on the pain from the beginning and including this
into your presentation and your first activity, you get people hooked… you
transfer the following message: this is interesting, they will walk home
with something useful! Especially with our target group (or with target
groups similar to ours), try doing a dynamic and engaging first activity…
of course, you need to pay attention to the safety of your participants
(there are certain things that you might not want to ask them to do at the
very beginning, this is why we keep saying that you need to adjust your
plans to your target group), still, get them on board by showing that you
care about the reason they joined, you care about their pain and you are
facilitating this event in order to support them in their learning process.
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This idea comes from Karin de Galan, a Dutch trainer.

According to her, starting with a logical order might be risky, since
there are always people in the group who don’t even want to be
there or who don’t think that they can learn anything new (even if
they joined out of free will). Imagine starting always with name-
games or general introductions… there is one part of the group which
is excited and willing, they follow you no matter what… then there
are people who are there but they don’t think that they can learn
anything new… and then there are people who don’t even want to be
there (they were sent by someone). By focusing on slow starts and
general introductions, you can easily satisfy the first category, but
you might be running around later, trying to get the other people on
board.



This way it’s easier to create a connection with them. Also, you prepare
them for the upcoming steps: they direct their own learning experience! -
but they can’t do that if they are not motivated.

While designing this beginning, make sure you adjust to your participants
- starting with the pain doesn’t mean that you need to start with
something extremely challenging (remember the ladder?); start with
something unknown, interesting, new, start talking about the issue that
really bothers them, get them connected to you and to your program (not
disconnected). If you get them hooked (and not scared), you stimulate a
natural curiosity and willingness to learn - then there is engagement and
inclusion; then your program has a way bigger impact (instead of you
wanting to teach them something, they want to learn and explore - isn’t
that wonderful?). A good beginning is half of your success - then you only
need to make sure that you keep this curve, this line - you need to guide
the process and give input here and there in order to spice things up, in
order to give additional challenges from time to time, in order to keep
them engaged (first you get them engaged, then you keep them
engaged).
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CHAPTER 6
HOW CAN WE GUIDE THE LEARNING PROCESS?



Designing their own learning experience? How does that work? It all
starts with empowerment and with the creation of a suitable context (a
topic that we worked with before).

Quite often we tend to solve things for our participants, during the
activities but also (and this is the trickiest) outside of the activities. The
problem is that with these interventions we move further and further
from the desired outcomes… We would like to encourage the active
participation of people and we would like to stimulate inclusion, yet with
most of our actions we take away the opportunity (we want to explain
things that are not necessary, we want to solve conflicts, we want to help
no matter what). While working on this project, we have all managed to
practice one extremely important movement: putting our hands into our
pockets! Does this mean that we were passive? Definitely not! It means
that we created a learning experience for our participants and we were
only guiding this learning experience while giving space for them to come
up with questions and solutions. We told them that they are the creators
of their own experiences and our role is to support them (instead of doing
things for them). With this, we followed our belief that people are
talented and capable of creating a fruitful life for themselves.

While this approach was new for most of our participants, quite soon
they got the hang of it and they created beautiful results for themselves
and for others. They got the chance to take ownership and to understand
that their learning experience is solely dependent on them. They realized
that in order to achieve something, they need to come upwith an idea and
they need to put this idea into practice (based on Kolb’s learning cycle -
first putting an idea into practice, then reflecting on the outcomes, then
making adjustments and then testing these adjustments until the desired
outcomes are reached - this is one of the basic tools when it comes to
non-formal, experience-based education: you have an experience, then
you reflect on it, you come up with ideas and adjustments, then you test
it and then you reflect on the results; you keep doing this until you reach
the results that you are looking for). They created a growth mindset for
themselves and for others - instead of focusing on the limitations, they
started focusing on the opportunities and on the resources available
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Looking at things from this perspective is extremely valuable especially
while working with young adults or adults who face fewer opportunities
- looking at the possibilities and encouraging/supporting these people to
grow is a key element when it comes to adult education and informal
education in general.
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But how can we guide
the learning process?

First of all, we need to understand that this process is not about us,
we are not the most important players of this picture. We offer
guidance and support and our main focus is the person or the group
that we work with. We can’t work with people who don’t want to
work with us! This means that the willingness needs to come from
the other side and even though there are certain tips and tricks that
we can follow if we want to lure people into learning, we can’t and
shouldn’t be responsible for the learning process of someone else.
This is in line with the above-mentioned thoughts. We only offer
opportunities and the experience is up to our participants (they
decide which learning path they want to take).
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Another important tool that
we can work with is coaching.

There are many different coaching techniques that can be used and
their combination with mentoring can bring unique, tailor-made
approaches (on a group level and on a personal level). Coaching
conversations and interventions can support the growth of each
individual, still, we need to consider the person that we work with in
order to reach our desired outcomes. We like to work with the
following techniques and we like to combine these with our activities
or other educational processes.

One of the most obvious ways
of guiding someone is mentoring.

This means that we become role-models and we show things to our
participants, we do things together with our participants. Step-by-
step we move to the background as they learn and take things over
from us. This is extremely useful in case of people who don’t respond
well to intellectual conversations or coaching. Some people just
need a person they can follow, someone who gives them examples
and asks questions such as: how would you do it? how could we
adjust this so that it fits you? Mirroring someone can already do
wonders…

This works very well in case of practical educational activities
(gardening, cleaning, learning how to fix a bike, etc.) and in case we
would like to stimulate a gradual inclusion process (trying to include
our participants in the work of our organizations instead of offering
only one-time activities with no impact in the long-run)
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Reflection on feelings

While our participants are talking, sharing, we can ask certain
questions related to their feelings, emotions; did this make you feel
sad, lonely, etc.? - they are free to say yes or no and to explain how
they felt; through this technique we bring awareness to the emotions
connected to certain events.

Backtracking

While talking with our participants or with our group of participants,
we listen to the words that pop out of the conversation and then we
repeat these words in order to get more information, in order to get
more clarity (this way we support our participants in finding their
own answers, we show some sort of a mirror). An example could be
the following: our participants keep talking about the difficulties they
face within their social circles, we realize that the word “belonging”
keeps repeating itself so we ask back; then they can explain more
what this word means for them - a lot of times bringing awareness
to certain words is enough; we are wrapped up in our own stories
and we don’t even realize how we speak, feel or think about certain
things, for this reason, backtracking can be a simple and extremely
beneficial tool.

Summarizing and paraphrasing

A lot of times people share a lot and these stories don’t really have
a clear structure, they are filled with emotions and thoughts -
summarizing and/or paraphrasing someone’s words could help the
person to look at the same story from a different perspective - “let
me see if I understand you correctly, what you mean is that…” -
through this step, we can focus more easily on the core, instead of
getting lost in the story of our participants.



When it comes to stories, it is important to keep in mind the following:
our participants have been living with their stories for a very long time
and they keep adding bits and pieces to it (we all do). While coaching,
mentoring, or guiding someone it is important to zoom out and to be less
busy with the story itself. One commonmistake is that we get sucked into
the story and we try to help from within - falling into the story will not
help anyone. If we zoom out, we are able to see connections, patterns,
behaviors, thought processes without becoming one with these.

It’s important to identify our role: we are not friends, we are coaches,
adult educators, facilitators, trainers. This means that we have a different
approach and perspective, we handle our participants with professional
love and care without being busy with the details and without identifying
ourselves with their own struggles. Sometimes this can be difficult,
especially when we recognize some of these struggles - and that’s the
reason why it’s important to know our role and to avoid falling out of this
role (or if we do, simply because we get triggered, we need to find a quick
way to get back - having a goal and a method, an approach in mind
definitely helps - why do we do this, what is our goal and what is the
impact that we aim to create - we will talk about the method a bit later).
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Lazy coaching

We tend to do the work ourselves, we keep sweating while having
coaching conversations with our participants, we want them to see
something or to work on something, we want to find a solution or an
answer for them; the idea of this coaching technique is to stay lazy -
to ask supportive questions such as “and, so?” and to lean back while
letting our participants do the work - this is absolutely in line with
our method and with the presumption that we work from: people are
capable of growing and learning, they can solve their own issues and
they can create a rich and fulfilling life for themselves; this technique
reminds us that we are not the ones in charge of the story, we are not
the ones who need to “fix” other people; sometimes less is more.



And connection is the key ingredient when it comes to any coaching
technique. Without connection, it seems like we only try to “fix” someone
and that never really works… There needs to be willingness from our
participants.

As we have mentioned before, connection can be created in many
different ways. Through conversations, through mentoring, through the
context that we create (an inspiring and welcoming learning
environment) and through our body language (do we sit close to them,
do we sit far from them, do we create distance or closeness with our
movements, etc.). All this can be explored and observed, small
adjustments can lead to significant changes.
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Provocative coaching

We mentioned stories before and what happens quite often is that
our participants are completely wrapped up in their stories; also,
they are used to a specific reaction since they have been repeating
these stories for the past few months/years/decades; for example, if
they speak about the issues and difficulties they face, they expect
people to feel sorry for them since this has been the pattern so far; if
we keep repeating the pattern and we keep offering the same
reaction, we just make the story stronger and they will not be able to
move out of their own narratives - provocative coaching can be really
useful in this case since it is unexpected and it breaks the thinking
pattern of our participants - let’s say someone keeps complaining
about a certain issue and he is used to others trying to show the
good side of the same issue; instead of doing this and trying to
convince him that his situation has a good side as well, we can say:
“it must be horrible to be you, I couldn’t take it!” - this is shocking and
it creates a different result; he might easily start to say: “actually, it’s
not that bad…” - breaking the thinking pattern, that is our aim. But we
can only do this out of connection…
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While working with your target group on a daily basis, try some of
these steps and see the results that you create. What is changing?
And what else can you do in order to adjust your way of working to
your participants? Let’s dive in:

• notice your own body language and see how you can play with it
- are you usually standing above the people that you work with
(physically), do you keep your distance, do you mirror their moves,
are your movements smooth or rusty; after you notice these small
details, see if you can change something - try moving closer to
your participants when having a conversation, try sitting down
with them if they are sitting as well instead of standing in front of
them as a teacher in high-school, try adjusting your movements
and see what that creates (for you and for your participants) -
your body is an important tool when it comes to facilitation or
education in general, don’t neglect it;

• keep your regular conversations and try to sneak in a few of the
above-mentioned conversational techniques (go with one at a
time) - play with these techniques and see how you can slowly
build them into your working method;

• try to explore the topic of mentoring - do some physical work
together with your participants if that’s what you ask from them
(do it together, show them how to do it and have coaching
conversations with them in the meantime); have informal
gatherings or events with them and see how you can work from
the background (how you can sneak in conversations and
mentoring, without them realizing that you are doing this) - then
you work like a liquid, your impact is huge without you being
noticeable; especially in case of people with fewer opportunities,
frontal education rarely works, you need to create a learning
environment and you need to turn everything into a learning
possibility without standing in the front and giving lectures -
stand with them and behind them, try to create an impact from
that position.
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CHAPTER 7
WHAT IS OUR METHOD?

AND HOW IS THIS CONNECTED TO OUR DIRECTION?



But how do you make sure that all this guiding and mentoring has a
purpose and a direction? How do you create a learning curve and how do
you avoid making random and chaotic interventions without suitable
outcomes?

In our eyes, having a method is the key - a method gives you a direction,
it works like a strategy so that you can align all your actions and
decisions. The purpose of this whole handbook is to give you an idea
when it comes to the method that we use andwe hope that it inspires you
while trying to create your own!

The method is then in line with the impact that we aim to create and it
puts all our actions into a certain system - because of your method you
will know whether you solve an issue for your participant or you let your
participant figure out the answer; you will know whether you bring
people outside for your activities or you keep them inside; you will know
whether you let them experience something first or you start with an
introduction.

Knowing your own method (approach) is extremely important! All the
other tools and techniques are quite useless if you don’t know the reason
why you use them - how could you use them properly if you don’t know
what you want to achieve with them?
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The structure of a method is simple, still, it is in constent development, it
needs to be revisited every now and then. It is a pyramid with the
following elements from bottom to top: presumptions, declaration, goals/
purposes, working principles and competencies - all this is surrounded by
the context that you work in.

We have already talked about the context - it is the environment that we
work in, the country, the culture, the organization, the location (it is the
reality that surrounds us). We would have a different method in a
corporate environment, a different approach than the one we use in the
field of non-formal education; certain things can be done in the
Netherlands, but they would not be welcomed in Greece; we always
need to look at the environment and the people that wework with, before
starting the work itself.

What are presumptions? These are underlying thoughts, assumptions
that we work from. Beliefs that keep us going, beliefs that define our
work and quite frankly, our lives. What happens most of the times is that
we are not even aware of these assumptions that we have - we work
from these, yet we can’t really put them into words (they are implicit, not
explicit) - this is an ongoing discovery. One presumption could be the
following: people are capable of creating a fruitful and impactful life.
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Believing this will define our way of working, it will bring a different
energy than the following presumption: people are incapable of creating
a fruitful and impactful life. We need to zoom into our belief systems and
see, which ones do we want to work with… which ones will create the
bases of our method, which ones will inspire our journey. Other examples
could be: honesty is good; everything happens for a reason; you learn
from your mistakes; etc.

A declaration is something that we stand for. After choosing a belief that
we want to work from, we turn it into a declaration. We announce it and
we make it clear for everyone - this is what we stand for, this is what
people can expect from us. An example of a declaration could be: I am an
adult educator who believes that people are strong and capable. This
declaration helps us to stay in touch with our presumption while moving
forward to certain goals and purposes.

Working principles are quite practical, they give certain guidelines and a
frame. Working principles are permanent landmarks for a method or a
process, results of a theoretical reflection and practical experience. These
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What about goals and purposes?

We like to focus on purposes - purposes show a direction, goals can
easily become a trap (we tend to focus more on goals than on the
direction and purpose of our actions). The purpose is the intention.
The goal is just a result and if we see the goal and not the purpose,
we might miss the process. With the intention, you can see the
process in the process. The purpose is the drive of the method, it
gives color and identity. The objective names or indicates what is
being done. Make sure your goal is formulated correctly (in a smart
way). After formulating the general goal, you need to make it
specific: who, what, why, with what, when, where - are the questions
that need to be answered in order to make it specific and smart. An
example of a purpose can be the following: my purpose is to create
tailor-made learning programs for disadvantaged adults, thus
empowering them



principles give us guidelines: when do we work, with whom, what are the
limits and what are the possibilities. Some examples of working
principles can be: I never want to work with addicted people, I never work
on the weekends, I never go out for drinks with my participants, etc.

Last but not least, we have competencies. Through the existing
competencies we can turn our ideas into practice, we can achieve our
goals, we can follow our purposes. Also, knowing what we want to
achieve helps us to identify the skills and competencies that we still need
to gain or improve. Techniques and competencies on their own are
random and we can’t really create an impact with them - we need to
know the whole context, we need to knowwhy wewant to do something
- and then we can put these competencies into good use.

Why, how, what? This is Simon Sinek’s Golden circle. We need to know
our motivation in order to understand what we want to develop (then we
can work on our skills in order to turn our vision into reality).

It all starts with our method and the method is combined with the Impact
tool. Then we can attract, guide and mentor our target group - because
we know the direction that we want to take and we can carefully pick the
tools and techniques that seem to be the most useful.
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For us, a method of inclusion is key. Since we believe that people are
capable of growth, we aim to create learning frames that include
everyone and we aim to empower our participants. This means that we
rarely solve things for them, we create opportunities and reflection
moments, so that they can grow and flourish. We work from their
strengths and we offer gradual development opportunities (if someone
joins an outdoor activity, in the next round we support this person to
create an outdoor activity, then we involve this person in the work of the
organization, etc.). We create opportunities for growth until the moment
these people leave our organization - the work has been done and it’s
time for new steps, the impact has been created.

We believe that a long-lasting impact can only be created through the
whole context. It’s never one activity or one event - it’s the whole
structure and approach that surrounds that one activity or event. It’s
never the food itself, it’s the whole lifestyle…
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If we have a clear method, we can hardly go offshore.

We stop making random interventions that are not in favor of the
desired outcomes and we start making interventions that support
the growth of our participants.

Take a piece of paper and start working on your own method.

Look at the target group that you work with and the steps of the
Impact tool (you have worked on this before). See if you can put the
elements of your method together and start tracing these back in all
your activities - see what this creates and see how your thoughts
and actions align with your method, with your approach.
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One thing that we have realized over the last few years is
that unemployment and other difficult circumstances can be
tied to many different reasons. Sometimes people only need
practical solutions in order to move forward - we can create
programs focused on cooperation or communication hoping
that this will be enough, hoping that the new skills will speed
up their development process. But often we end up moving
in the same circles… we keep developing the skills of our
participants and they keep going back to the same patterns
(leaving another job behind, not being able to fit into social
circles, etc.). This is an important sign that we need to pay
attention to… the problem is hardly ever the problem.
Another program on time efficiency will not solve the issue,
because the issue was never related to time efficiency… there
is something underlying, something in the system of our
participant which needs to be addressed.

Through our work, we like to use a systemic approach as
well. Inspired by Bert Hellinger and Siets Bakker, we try to
zoom out and we try to look at the systems that our
participants operate in. Instead of asking questions that
belong to the visible we try asking questions that go beyond
the visible. Just because something is not seen, it doesn’t
mean that it is not there - and it has a huge impact on the
lives of our participants. Instead of trying to resolve things
(asking questions about the cooperation skills of our
participants for example), we stay curious and we try to look
at hidden connections. We ask universal questions such as:
for who or what is this situation a good solution; who or what
does it serve if nothing changes; who or what gains if we letF
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The problem is hardly ever the problem…
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this issue expand; what is this issue really about?

Through these questions we widen our perspective and we allow new
information to come in. We start operating on another level and we
create flow. We work from the source and not from the symptoms. A lot
of research needs to be done in this field (related to unemployment and
adult education), it is a fresh perspective that would need its own
project… still, we started working with it and we started asking…
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WHAT IS

RIGHT NOW?
OPENING UP
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